Intelligent Technology Simplified

WHO and public health authorities around the world are
taking action to contain pandemics similar to COVID-19 as
long term success cannot be taken for granted. All
sections of society, including organizations and their
work force must play a role if we are to stop the spread of
such disease. Responsible organizations should have as
many preventive measures implemented to support the
cause and minimize the possibility of business impact
from future pandemics.
iCheck is focused on non-contact AI driven biometric
facial recognition for people management. Our
comprehensive suite of products combine facial
recognition and thermographic imaging together with
Artificial Intelligence, Cloud Computing and Geo Fencing,
collectively simplified to provide the assurance and
protection any organization would wish for and is
aﬀordable to any small oﬃce to large distributed
enterprise.
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FOTRIC 226B
Auto Body Temperature Scanning Face AI Imager
for Crowd Control
The FOTRIC 226B operates AI face detection module,
automatically locking each individual face for
temperature measurement, intelligently shielding hightemperature sources from other faces in the scene. The
Fortic camera module is built with a high quality lens
that can accurately measure temperature of people on
the go.
Important features include:
! Intelligent Temperature Calibration Algorithm
Prevents False Negatives: With a built-in body
temperature calibration algorithm, which automatically
collects face temperatures in diﬀerent scenarios for selflearning, and adjusts the body temperature alarm
threshold in real time by adapting to ambient
temperature changes, preventing false alarms from
people who report abnormal body temperature due to
morning or nighttime temperature diﬀerences.

* PC and Tripod sold separately

! Automatic Temperature Alarm and Snap Shot for
Abnormal Body Temperature: When an abnormal
temperature of a person is detected, Fotric 226B will
automatically emit an alert, and the facial recognition
frame will be immediately displayed in red accordingly
for a rapid on-site identification and will automatically
capture the photo of the detected person for further
statistics and analysis.

! Automatically Creates Test Statistics: During the
process, Fotric 226B can automatically count the
number of personnel and the number of suspected
abnormal body temperature alarms for epidemic
prevention and control.
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Specification:
Model

iCheck FOTRIC 226B

IR Resolution

384 x 288 pixels

Thermal Sensitivity (NETO)

<0.05°C@30°C

Field of View (FOV)

28°H x 21°V

Detector Type

Polysillicon-FPA, uncooled microbolometer, 17μm,
Spectral Range 8-14μm

Frame Rate

50Hz

Temperature Range

20°C-60°C (68°F-140°F)

Temperature Stability

±0.5°C

Al Face Detection

Dual Light Detection (visible light and infrared thermal)

Al Body Temperature Algorithm

Calibrate alarm thresholds in real time based on ambient temperature

Statistic Function

Automatic statistics of test number

Shooting Mode

Automatic abnormal temperature snap shot or manual shooting

Alarm Function

Dual color alarm and sound alarm

Color Pallet

Black-White/Iron/Rainbow

Image Format

Standard JPEG w ith temperature data

Interface Connection

USB

Software

WLIR Face Al Infrared Thermal Softw are

Operating Temperature

0°C-40°C (32°F-104°F)

Storage Temperature

-20°C-50°C (-4°F-122°F)

Enclosure Rating

IP40

Charging System

DC 12V Charger

Weight

±560g

Dimensions (LxHxW)

97mm x 145mm x93.5mm

Tripod Mounting

UNC ¼"-20

Warranty

1 year

Battery Life

10 hours

Standard Configuration Includes

Standard lens, DC adaptor, 3m USB cord, 10m USB extension cord,
Calibration Certificate, Warranty Card

System Requirement

PC w ith M icrosoft Window s 10 OS, Tripod Suitable for SLR Camera

HF-50
HF-83T

Face AI Access Control System
With Temperature Scanning

Finger print attendance is not hygienic and an infrared temperature
measuring gun requires a person to operate at close range. The HF50 and HF-83T access control device can save manpower, reduce
human contact and economically replace your current fingerprint
attendance equipment. When employees complete operation, the
records will be uploaded and a door or any other access can be
controlled accordingly.
The detection distance of 0.5-1.5 meters avoids any risk of personal
contact and transmission.
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Important features include:
HF-83T

! Intelligent mask wearing recognition : Used for strict
control for external visitors. External visitors do not need
to remove mask and if not wearing the system will initiate
an audible alert recommending masks.
! Easy Deployment with Multi-mode activity: The
system can be setup as 1) Face recognition attendance +
Temperature measurement mode 2) Temperature
measurement + Face visitor record 3) Face recognition
Access control + Temperature measurement 4) Face
recognition attendance + ID Card, with a single or
multiple devices connected in one network together with
APIs for external application integration.
! Industrial appearance, waterproof and dustproof
design: As the system has IP-65 rating for outdoor
dustproof and waterproof design that is meant to operate
continuously through the days and nights.
! Traceable Database storage of records: Supports 3W
Face database do be utilized for secondary screening and
evaluation while all past records can be retained for
analysis. Data can be passed to attendance databases
together with temperature data in real time.
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Specification:
Model
Display

Camera

Accessory

Interface

5.0 inch

8.0 inch

Resolution

480×800

800×1280

Pixels

2.0 Mega Pixel

2.0 Mega Pixel

Type

Binocular wide dynamic camera

Binocular wide dynamic camera

Focus distance

50-150cm

50-150cm

White balance

Auto

Auto

Fill light

LED and infrared double fill light

LED and infrared double fill light

Network module

Support Ethernet, Wireless (WiFi)

Support Ethernet, Wireless (WiFi)

Audio output

1 channel audio output (line out)

1 channel audio output (line out)

USB

1*USB OTG,1*USB HOST Standard A port 1*USB OTG,1*USB HOST Standard A port

Serial

1*RS231

1*RS232

Relay output

1

1

Wiegand interface

1*26/34 output,1*26/34 input

1*26/34 output,1*26/34 input

Upgrade button

Sport Uboot upgrade button

Sport Uboot upgrade button

LAN

1*RJ45

1*RJ45

Support multiple people detection and

Support multiple people detection and

tracking

tracking

Face databasecapacity

1,000 standard; optional 2,000/5,000

30,000

1:N Face recognition

Supported

Supported

Stranger detection

N.A.

Supported

Distance configuration

Supported

Supported

UI interface configuration Supported

Supported

Remote upgrade

Supported

Supported

Support public cloud deployment,

Support public cloud deployment,

priv ate deployment, LAN use, stand-

priv ate deployment, LAN use, stand-

alone use

alone use

N.A.

Supported

N.A.

1meter

Deployment mode
Human body temperature
detection
Infrared
thermal
imaging
module

Detection distance
Measuring Accuracy

N.A.

≤ ±0.2°C

Measuring range

N.A.

10°C~42°C

N.A.

Supported

N.A.

V alue can be set

V isitors with normal
temperature pass
Ov er temperature alarm

General
Parameters

iCheck HF-83T

Size

Face detection

Function

iCheck HF-50

Protection grade

IP42 Indoor Use

IP65,outdoor dust and waterproof

Power

DC12V (±10%)

DC12V (±10%)

Working temperature

-10°C~60°C

-10°C~60°C

Consumption

13.5W(Max)

13.5W(Max)

Dimension

195*85*32(mm)

238*128*25(mm)

Weight

0.85kg

1.45kg

Cloud APP
Smartphone-based Geo-fencing Face AI
Attendance Management System.
iCheck Cloud APP is an AI powered, smartphone-based facial
recognition Bio-metric attendance system that leverages
the power of geo location mapping and fencing
technologies available on any smart phone today.
With iCheck Cloud APP, employee’s simply self manage the
check-in and checkout process by using their personal
smartphone. Companies save time, eﬀort & resources that
can be used to focus on products, customers & most
importantly expansion.
FINGERPRINT ATTENDANCE
SYSTEMS

BOOK ATTENDANCE
SYSTEM
- Tedious to analyze data
- Poor security
- Prone to time theft

1800s

- Future Ready
- Integrate able
- Health and Hygiene
assured

- High operational & start-up costs
- No remote access
- Complex installation & use
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Unlike traditional fingerprint systems, due to the
contactless process and employees using their own devices,
iCheck Cloud APP is very hygienic leading to healthy
lifestyles, drastically reducing the chances of infections.

Easy web
based platform
saves a lot on HR
work

Studies prove the risk of finger print:

Great for
distributed
work force

Biometric fingerprinting for visa application: device and
procedure are risk factors for infection transmission:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19006507
iCheck Cloud APP is
SECURE - Multimodal biometrics and in app processing with
Geo fencing allows high accuracy and fraud prevention. Bye
Bye “buddy punching” and fake check-ins.
CONVENIENT - Biometric credentials cannot be lost,
forgotten or stolen. Employees can simply register on their
Smart Phone within minutes and be on the go.
COST EFFECTIVE - No additional hires, ID cards, badges
and expensive equipment. With iCheck, you can scale your
business in multiple locations without the overhead.
Subscription based billing is economical for small to large
teams.
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Important features include:
Self Managed Check-in & Check out
Employees self-manage check-ins and checkouts from any location using their own smart
phone.
Companies can also use a common device for each
location for multiple employees to use

Attendance Reports you can Trust
Get real time attendance alerts and reports
on demand with accuracy each time. No
need to spend money outsourcing the data
processing

Restrict with Geo-Fencing Technology
Management can restrict unauthorized
check-ins and checkouts by location with
geo-fencing technology.

Cloud Infrastructure & Security
No more server hardware updates, IT staﬀ
or daily backups. We take care of it, securely
all on the cloud.

Leave and Overtime Requests in Real
Time (optional)
Employees can request for leave and
overtime requests via the app for
management approval.

Integrate with your ERP & other
Platforms
iCheck can seamlessly integrate with your
existing HR or ERP systems as required via
API’s.

Important Advantages include:

X

NO MORE Long Queues for Check in and
out
Due to self managing on their own smart
phone, employees do not need to spend
wasteful time queueing to check in and out

X

NO MORE Outsourcing fingerprint data
for processing
Fingerprint data needs a lot of processing so
no need to spend money outsourcing the
data processing.

X

X

NO MORE Hardware and wiring to
maintain
Maintaining equipment needs IT eﬀort but
with iCheck Cloud APP there could be no
hardware to maintain anymore.
NO MORE Risk of Infection
Due to contact-less nature of iCheck Cloud
APP, there is no risk of direct transmission of
infections.

System Requirements:
USERS
Need an Android or iOS
powered smart phone
with front camera, GPS
and data connectivity

For Additional Resources visit: www.icheck.ai

ADMIN
Needs a Windows or Mac PC
with a Browser and data
connectivity to connect to
the

www.icheck.ai
contact@icheck.ai
+94-11-710 9911

Solutions Available through following Channel Partners:

